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Case Study Papers are attached for the visits undertaken by Committee
members in August and September 2000.  Reporters, or their deputies, will be
asked to report back verbally at the meeting.
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Impact of New Economy Inquiry

Case Study Visit to the Scottish Borders Textiles Industry

Evidence Gathering

The Committee Members Fergus Ewing MSP (reporter) and Margo MacDonald MSP
received a range of evidence including a briefing presentation by Scottish Enterprise
Borders, site visits to local companies, meetings with employers groups and trade
unions, and a meeting with/visit to the Heriot Watt University Scottish Borders
Campus housing the School of Textiles.

Introduction

The aim of this aspect of the Committee’s inquiry was to look at the development of
the “new economy” in a “traditional industry”.   Although there is a perception of the
Scottish textiles sector as a “sunset industry” the evidence supplied to Members of
the Committee highlighted several exciting developments, seemingly very much up
to speed with the best of the new economy elsewhere in Scotland.  Nevertheless a
number of challenges and problems were flagged up for the sector. Some of these
issues came directly within the terms of reference of the inquiry and related directly
to the new economy, whilst several others were not.

The Textiles Industry in the Scottish Borders

The textiles industry is crucial to the Scottish Borders, employing 50% of all Borders
manufacturing jobs in 19971.  It also makes a major contribution to the Scottish
economy in terms of jobs employing a total of 33,900 in 1997, (some three times the
size of the whisky industry), though some 5,000 job losses have been announced
since then.  Like the whisky industry it is heavily export oriented (accounting for 28%
of output, even more in some sub-sectors) and often has a mutually beneficial
relationship with the local tourism industry.  Job losses in the sector have particularly
hit the Scottish Borders over recent years.  Part of the response from the
Government has been the diversion of some £2m European Union 5b funding to the
Borders and a £1.8m Scottish Enterprise Borders (SEB) “special allocation”. The
SEB funding has generally focussed on assisting individuals facing redundancy by
providing retraining and supported employment opportunities.

 New Economy Developments in the Scottish Borders Textiles industry

The following initiatives and developments provide a flavour of some of the
progressive and exciting activity highlighted to Committee Members

                                                
1 Report for the Scottish Textiles Network by DTZ Pieda Consulting, May 2000.



• The TechniTex Faraday Partnership – Some £2.2m of funding has been
secured for a project to be led by Professor George Stylios of the School of
Textiles at the Borders Campus of Heriot Watt University.  The project will be at
the cutting edge of developing innovative products and processes arising from
the science base in the area of technical textiles2.  Whilst the initiative operates at
a Scottish, UK and even international level, there are evidently opportunities for
spin-off benefit into the local economy. The initiative is described by the
University as follows 3

“The Faraday Partnerships Initiative, supported by Government through DTI and EPSRC,
focuses on improving the interaction between UK university research base and industry.
TechniTex, the Faraday Partnership for Technical Textiles, will work in close collaboration
with the technical textiles value chain, emphasising small companies, to create an extensive
network of UK manufacturers in the sector and to re-position the industrial network partners
to become research-led and internationally leading”

• SHIMA technology investment – There has clearly been recognition amongst
manufacturers of the importance of maintaining production investment levels in
order to remain competitive.  In the knitting sector a Japanese company SHIMA
is recognised as being the premier manufacturer of state of the art knitting
machinery.  Whilst manufacturers recognise the importance of continually
updating their investments particularly to remain competitive with Italian knitwear
producers, translating that into practice is a difficult task.  One of the main
difficulties was reported as lack of access to public and private finance.

• Use of information and communications technologies (ICTs).  A number of
companies are taking the lead in the Borders and making effective use of
information and communications technologies.  For example Robert
Noble/Replin Fabrics of Peebles, demonstrated their use of computer aided
design and communications technologies to work with designers in the USA to
develop new fabrics for supply to the aircraft industry.  It was amply
demonstrated that there remain many areas of business where the “old” ways of
doing business are still important.  For example in order to secure business in
the first place a computer screen will often not replace face-to-face meetings as
potential customers will require a degree of reassurance both on probity and
ability to “deliver the goods”.  However once the business is secured ICTs can
then allow a customer to be serviced much more effectively.

• Development of industry website (www.scottishtextiles.com) – this is a “New
Ways” joint project between SEB and Scottish Borders Council and provides a
directory of all Borders textiles companies arranged by sector and with a search
facility and listings.  It gives an outline of each business, contact names and

                                                
2 Technical textiles are defined as materials and products manufactured primarily for their technical performance
and functional properties rather than for their aesthetic and decorative characteristics.  Technical textiles act as
inputs to a variety of industries, examples including aerospace, construction, furniture, healthcare, and
telecommunications.  The UK sector is forecast to achieve a 5-6% annum growth rate to 2005.  For further details
see www.technitex.hw.ac.uk
3 source TechniTex Faraday Partnership briefing note



hotlinks.  It is available in English, French, Italian, German, Japanese and
Korean.

• Cutting edge applied research – Beyond the Faraday Partnership outlined
above the Heriot Watt Borders Campus is stimulating directly or maintaining an
awareness of a variety of applied research which will form the future of the
clothing and textiles sector.  Examples include the development of “virtual
fashion shows”, and on line made to measure garments.

Challenges and Problems for the Industry

• Telecommunications infrastructure – in theory the development of information
and communications technology (ICT) should make distance from markets less
relevant, and allow rural areas to compete more effectively.  However in practice
the rollout of telecommunications networks looks set to provide a degree of
disadvantage to rural economies.  A report on the ICT infrastructure provision  by
Scottish Enterprise Borders indicated that amongst local businesses and major
ICT users

• There is concern over BT’s monopoly position
• There is dissatisfaction with the price of dedicated circuits and the high

cost of fixed internet access.
• There is concern over the patchy mobile phone coverage
• Generally however BT services were seen to meet the current needs of

Borders businesses

Nevertheless the Borders, along with other rural areas is currently missing out
on investment in the latest generation of networks – ADSL.  Investment has
already been made in ADSL for the Central Belt of Scotland, and up to
Aberdeen, but because of high cost and perceived low demand BT does not
reportedly have plans to extend this investment to the Borders.

One current example of problems with the ICT infrastructure was highlighted
by the case of the company Internet Property Finder which was reported to
have relocated business operations as a result of telecoms infrastructure
restrictions in the Borders.

For the future textiles companies are likely to wish to capitalise on the applied
research at institutions such as Heriot Watt, and offer services such as virtual
fashion shows/on-line made to measure products.  These sorts of
applications, which are likely to be part of the future of a high value added
textiles sector, require the necessary bandwidth to be available at competitive
prices.

In the context of an inquiry into the new economy it is important to address issues of
perceptions.  As indicated above textiles is often viewed unfavourably as a part of
the “old economy”.  This has very real implications for the sector in terms of access



to finance and the recruitment of young people.  It is essential therefore that any
definition of “new economy” incorporates the growth areas of all sectors.

• Access to Finance – One of the constraints on companies in the textiles sector
was identified as difficulty in accessing finance, particularly to invest in new
production technology.  This included finance from the banking sector and
awards from Regional Selective Assistance.  A major concern of the industry was
that all textiles companies were seen in the same light, as part of a “sunset
industry”. Therefore textiles businesses felt they had to work much harder to
prove the merits of their own case than would businesses from what are
generally perceived as growth sectors.  It was suggested that further work was
required to win the “hearts and minds” of the Edinburgh banking/financial sector.

There was also concern that Scottish manufacturers were not operating on a
level playing field with key international competitors. Anecdotal evidence
indicated that Italian knitwear manufacturers for example are able to receive
more favourable allowances for capital investment

• Attracting Young People to the Industry – Again related to the image of the
sector the textiles industry identifies one of its problems as an inability to attract
enough talented and innovative young people, including graduates.  Initiatives
such as “Behind the Label” are attempting to tackle this, though there is much
work to be done

• Strengthening the local University/Industry Links – Evidence from the
Borders visit provided a small scale but clear illustration of the economic benefits
of university research commercialisation.  Initiatives such as the Knowledge
Economy Taskforce report (1999) provide evidence at the Scottish level.  In the
Borders it is also evident that local industry has much to gain from making the
most of a real centre of excellence situated on their doorsteps.  There are already
links between the University and local industry groups such as the Scottish
Textile Manufacturers Association.  It is hope that these industry links are
expanded still further.

Other Issues – a number of other issues were identified which were highly
significant, but were somewhat removed from the remit of the New Economy inquiry
terms of reference.  These included
• Export assistance – there was some concern expressed at the level of support

available to companies to assist in the expensive business of exporting, and
there was criticism of the arbitrary nature of the “three time rule” operated by
British Trade International.  It was reported that more favourable assistance was
available in Ireland for example.

• Bananas and cashmere – the threats to the cashmere industry from a trade war
with the USA are clearly critical

• The exchange rate – a highly valued pound against the Euro has had
implications for competitiveness for the Scottish textiles sector.

Fergus Ewing MSP (reporter)
Margo MacDonald MSP



Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Impact of New Economy Inquiry

Case Study Trip to the Alba Centre, Livingston 30/8/00

Membership
The three MSPs on the case study were George Lyon, Allan Wilson, and Nick
Johnston. They met with Neil Francis, Director of operations, the Alba Centre; David
Crichton, Chief Executive of Scottish Enterprise Edinburgh and Lothians; Professor
Steve Beaumont, Director of the Institute for System Level Integration; Colin Adams,
Vice President and General Manager of Cadence Design Systems; and Andy
Travers, Chief Executive Officer of the Virtual Components Exchange.

This report provides a brief overview of the way the Alba Centre operates, and a
summary of the main recommendations made to the MSPs by the members of the
Alba Centre, in terms of the Committee’s investigation into the New Economy.

The Alba Centre
The Alba Centre aims to develop the electronic design industry in Scotland. It has
three constituent parts:

• The Institute for System Level Integration – ISLI
System Level Integration is defined as ‘a design methodology involving the
integration of system level components to produce an electronics system product.’
Basically, it allows for the design of complete electronic products by bringing
together the component parts.  An innovative feature of the Institute is the fact that it
offers an MSc in System Level integration in conjunction with 4 universities:
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Heriot-Watt, and Strathclyde.

•  The Virtual Components Exchange - VCX
The VCX is a way of bringing together the buyers and sellers involved in intellectual
property (IP) or virtual components (VC). These virtual components are becoming
increasingly vital as electronic products become faster, more powerful and more
intricate. The VCX offers a secure environment where trading of these components
can take place. It is estimated that the market for 3rd party intellectual property
revenue will grow from $140 million in 1998 to $1 billion in 2003.

• The Alba Campus
The Alba Campus is a 96-acre electronic design campus, providing accommodation
and support services to incoming businesses. The aim is to make it as easy as
possible for companies to establish design operations. Cadence Design Systems
has already moved to the campus – its headquarters were opened in June.  A total
of 4 thousand jobs are expected to be created when the campus is at full capacity.

The Alba Centre staff identified 4 themes of the new economy:

• People – volume and quality
• Infrastructure – ICT and accommodation



• Technology – access and ownership
• Environment – culture and community

For the sake of this report it is useful to use the first two headings as a way of
summarising the opinions and recommendations made by the Alba Centre staff. This
well help to outline the lessons the Alba Centre can provide in terms of the
Committee’s inquiry into the New Economy and examine the suggestions made for
ways of improving Scotland’s relative performance.

New Economy Themes

People  - volume and quality
A key and recurring theme of the day’s visit was the fact that there is a general
shortage of people with the necessary skills or talents to fully exploit the
opportunities provided by the New Economy.  Although Scotland produces around 2,
500 technology graduates each year, there was particular concern about the number
of engineering graduates being produced. Professor Beaumont felt that there was an
image problem with engineering in Scotland whereby it was still perceived as an old-
fashioned heavy industry concerned with ‘metal-bashing’. He contrasted the situation
with India where children aspire to become engineers because of its high-tech
image. It was felt that the problems in producing quality engineers stemmed right
back to the school level, with not only a lack of pupils studying maths and physics,
but inappropriate teaching when these subjects were chosen. The paradox is that
engineering is a career that can offer high starting salaries (around £24,000) to the
best graduates, offers travel opportunities and a varied career path.

Following these discussions with the Alba Centre staff, they suggested a number of
ways of improving Scotland’s skills shortages in engineering. The MSPs feel that
these are suggestions the Committee should focus on in its study into the new
economy:

Issues
• The Committee should consider the need for a sustained initiative aimed at

improving the image of engineering in Scotland.  It would be most advantageous
if this drive could start at as early an age as possible.

• As a means of improving the image, it is important that guidance services are
fully aware of how important the sector is. Could successful graduates go into
classrooms to stress the benefits of an engineering career?

• The Committee should consider the merits of a clear message being sent out to
schoolchildren stressing the benefits of an engineering career. It was stressed
that there are already a very large number of these types of initiatives, but none
has yet been successful.

• At University level, the Committee could examine the principle of preferential
funding arrangements for students considering engineering, as a means of
increasing the number of undergraduates and graduates.

• It was suggested that physics and maths courses in schools were overly
concerned with providing facts and figures, rather than encouraging pupils to
think creatively. In general, the concept of ‘design’ was traditionally linked with
subjects such as arts and crafts, when it should also be a feature of science



disciplines. It was felt that cross-cutting of subjects in this way would help to
produce more imaginative courses.

• On a related point, it was felt that some physics and maths teachers weren’t up to
date with modern electronic practices.

• It was also felt that the curriculum development had not kept pace with the
changes in industry

Still within the theme of ‘People’ there was also a focus on the way universities
operated - in terms of both their relationships with other universities, and their
relationship with industry.  Professor Beaumont noted that universities haven’t been
able to keep pace with developments in industry. He was concerned that talent is
being taken out of the universities by start-up companies, which could offer more
money, leading to a major skills drain out of the universities. In terms of their inter-
relationships, Professor Beaumont was also concerned that there could be a
fragmentation of expertise if universities competed against each other.

After discussions with Alba Centre staff, various suggestions were made as to how
conditions could be improved for university staff. Again, the MSPs feel these are
areas the Committee should focus on:

Issues
• Consider how universities can be better funded through research grants.
• Ask whether there needs to be better pay for academic staff.
• Question whether industry should make a financial contribution to universities if

they continue to lure their most highly skilled staff.
• Examine how more pupils can go straight to industry from school rather than

being ‘cherry picked’ when they have attained a level of expertise at university.
• Look at how greater collaboration can be fostered between universities and

organisations like the Alba Centre, and also consider how to encourage greater
cross-university collaboration to avoid a fragmentation of expertise.

• Ensure that university staff are able to market new technologies effectively
otherwise they can be lost to the USA. In America the entrepreneurial spirit is far
more ingrained, with close ties between universities, venture capitalists and start-
up companies.

• Consider whether the Scottish Higher Education Funding Council should fund
more MSc places in universities.

Infrastructure – ICT and Accommodation
There is a variation across the country in terms of access to the infrastructure
needed to be a successful New Economy company. While advanced communication
channels are available in the major population centres, these aren’t always found in
more remote areas. Any commitment to providing full access to high bandwidth
communication channels across the country would be extremely expensive, and may
need to involve both public and private investment. If the public sector was to
become involved in infrastructure development, it would be important to consider
exactly which technology should be backed, given that there are a range of options
available.

It was also noted that being near an ‘Internet switch’ could have a massive economic
impact. In the simplest possible terms these switches mark points where lots of



Internet activity is taking place and therefore they tend to be surrounded by Internet
Service Providers who need to be close to this activity. Although the majority of
these switches are in America, there are two in Europe.  Colin Adams from Cadence
speculated that just as, historically, cities grew up around where rivers and roads
converged, then, similarly, future population centres may be founded near the site of
Internet switches. The Committee should consider examining the issue of Internet
switches more closely: how exactly do they operate; what benefits do they bring; is
there any scope for a further internet switch in Europe; should Scotland examine the
possible benefits of an Internet switch being located here.

 A third point to emerge was the fact that Ireland enjoys a cross-Atlantic fibre optic
cable connecting it to America, while Scottish-to-North American communications
traffic is diverted via London.

Other Findings
Although the Alba staff suggested a number of improvements and it was stated that
Scotland is starting behind competitors in certain areas, there was also some
positive news about Scotland’s general standing in terms of the New Economy.
Colin Adams from Cadence said there were a number of factors which made
Scotland an attractive environment for his company: the education system, a supply
of graduates with good degrees, transport links, and the proximity of major cities to
Livingston. In terms of attracting more companies to Scotland, it was suggested that
Scotland has to offer something that no other country can – the example given was
tax breaks on share options.

In terms of Scotland’s comparative performance with other countries, the names of
Ireland and Finland seemed to crop up most frequently. Alba staff believed that both
these countries had been successful at devising a national strategy aimed at
capitalising on the opportunities afforded by the New Economy. It was suggested
that the monies raised (£23 billion) by the auction of third generation mobile phone
licenses afforded the United Kingdom the opportunity of devising a similar strategy.



Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Impact of New Economy Inquiry

Remoter Areas Case Study

Annabel Goldie and Duncan McNeil MSPs undertook a case study examining the
impact of the new economy on remoter areas in Scotland during 28-30 August 2000.
The case study examined 10 businesses in the Isle of Bute, the Western Isles, and
the area around Inverness, and included discussions with the local enterprise
agencies.

A number of clear conclusions emerge from the case study, both in relation to
existing circumstances, and the future.

A Current Situation

1. Impact

The new economy has already had a major impact on the remoter areas of Scotland.
There are a number of economic activities taking place there which would not have
been possible 5-10 years ago. These range from a crofter in Harris providing an
abstracting service for the Metropolitan Police forensic laboratory via teleworking, to
call centres whose customers are based throughout the UK, and which are now the
biggest private sector employers in Bute, the Western Isles and parts of the
Highlands.

2. Vision

The area has had significant and early success in attracting and developing these
new economy businesses. There has been early recognition by the public agencies,
and individuals, of the potential for remoter areas and it has been successfully
exploited. This has been supported by an early recognition of the importance of good
telecommunications infrastructure, which has been installed with public support.
Those involved are to be commended on the vision which made this possible.

3. Success Factors

There are a number of factors which appear consistently important in attracting
businesses to the area and/or fostering indigenous growth:

• Advance Premises – it is not possible to attract inward investment without
modern premises, fitted with appropriate telecommunications facilities, and
immediately available, as new economy businesses require to take decisions
quickly in a fast-moving market.



• Telecommunications Infrastructure – most of the businesses visited would
not have been able to locate in these remote areas without the infrastructure
installed with public support over the past 10 years.

• Grant Assistance – was an important part of the incentive for inward
investments, although less so for indigenous businesses.

• Quality of Life – the perceived high quality of life available in these areas has
been a major factor in attracting key personnel and entrepreneurs.

• Entrepreneurship – many of the new business developments are the result
of intensely entrepreneurial activity by a small number of people, who have
recognised the potential of the new economy.

• Personnel – the quality of work produced by staff, and particularly the much
lower levels of staff turnover, are major incentives to inward investors. Annual
turnover levels in remote call centres are typically 5-15%, whereas in
Southern England they can exceed 100%.

• Air Services – although new economy business is done electronically, it is
necessary from time to time to meet clients, other businesses etc. Access to
reasonable air services, and their cost, was mentioned as a factor by several
businesses.

4. Range of Opportunity

It is clear that the advent of the new economy has created a range of opportunities
for remoter areas, rather than a single impact. It has created large establishments,
‘centrally’ based, which provide full-time formal employment, but also has created
different opportunities for those teleworking from home.

Concern is often expressed about the employment circumstances of call centre and
teleworkers. In general the highland and island area has targeted the middle or
higher order call centre/ teleworker functions where additional skills, e.g. web-site
construction, are necessary. Whilst these are not necessarily high wage jobs, they
appear competitive with other local employment, and have clearly allowed young
people in particular to remain in their home area when they would otherwise need to
move for work.

B The Future

5. Telecommunications Infrastructure

Past investment has created the circumstances in which current businesses can
exist, and none of the businesses visited are presently significantly disadvantaged by
the facilities available. However, the technologies are developing rapidly and there is
universal concern that a failure to roll these out to the remoter areas of Scotland will
disadvantage the area greatly in the future. The issue is a complex technical one,



and does not have a single aspect, or solution. It includes both ‘trunk’ networks for
heavy users and the quality (and therefore speed) of exchanges in the remotest
areas for teleworkers or smaller businesses. It seems unlikely that the immediate
demand will justify provision by the commercial telecommunications companies, and
any form of enhanced infrastructure is likely to require public involvement in some
form.

The fear was expressed that in 2-3 years people in these areas may become second
class e-citizens. There is a concern that this will affect not just business, but also
many other aspects of life, e.g. education, which will in turn have an effect on the
quality of life and attractiveness of the area.

This is an issue which merits further investigation by the Committee.

6. More Remote Areas

The development of call centres is some areas of the Highlands and Islands has now
reached the stage where it has almost exhausted the local labour market. There is
also now a desire on the part of the public agencies to try and spread the
employment benefits to more remote areas, where only smaller call centres (30 seat
as opposed to 100+) are viable. This next phase of development could have major
benefits for the most remote areas, but has infrastructure implications, will involve
public agencies in risk if they are to build advance units, and is subject to some
resistance from the industry.

7. External Threats

Whilst the new economy has created a significant number of opportunities for remote
areas, and jobs, there are major potential threats also. Whilst transport infrastructure
remains a factor, e-commerce is creating competition for local businesses in areas
where it has not been strong in the past. There is also some evidence to suggest
that businesses in remote areas have not recognised the impact that e-commerce
could have on their business, or their need to engage in and develop e-commerce
themselves.  As an example some major supermarket chains are now offering on-
line shopping in the Highlands. The added competition could of course have benefits
for consumers in the area.

8. The Public Sector

The case study included an example of a public sector organisation, the National
Museums of Scotland, which had successfully moved some of its operation from
Edinburgh to Dingwall. New technology would appear to create the opportunity for
public sector organisations to move some of their back office functions to remote
areas. This might be particularly helpful in overcoming some of the problems
associated with ‘overheating’ local economies, such as Edinburgh.



9. Financial Services

In many remoter areas the banking sector does not appear to be up to speed with
new economy businesses. In particular there is a failure to recognise that new
economy businesses operate on a different business model, and require a different
pattern of support from traditional businesses. This criticism applies to some extent
to public agencies also, as new economy SMEs value longer-term loans more than
the more traditional grants, for instance.

10. Training Requirements

Although outwith the remit of this inquiry, some interesting features emerged from
the case studies. There does not appear to be a lack of technical skills, e.g.
computing, within remoter areas, which is an encouraging finding. This is particularly
the case with school leavers and younger employees. Instead, training requirements
in some areas appear to relate more to soft issues such as customer handling, and
attitude to business. The less formal trading environment of remoter areas, generally
a result of lower levels of competition, may lead to a requirement to focus training on
skills related to the modern business environment.

11. Co-ordination of Economic Development

As the Committee found in its recent inquiry on this issue, the co-ordination of bodies
involved in developing the local economy is crucial to the success of these efforts.
The case study revealed both good and bad practice in this regard. The existence of
a local Information and Communication Technology co-ordinator in the Western Isles
tasked with developing this sector, and with a strong local network, has clearly been
a factor in attracting work to the islands. 

12. Remote Areas in Policy Making

The new economy has arguably had more impact in the last five years in remote
areas than it has in lowland Scotland. However, remoter areas do not always appear
to be adequately taken into account in policy making in. There is for instance no one
from the Highlands and Islands on the Digital Scotland Task Force. This is an
omission which should be rectified by the Scottish Executive.

Annabel Goldie MSP (Reporter)
Duncan McNeil MSP

1 September 2000
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 6 December 2000

European Issues

Introduction

The following documents have been referred by the European Committee for
consideration by the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee:

1) Commission Recommendation for Council Recommendation on the
Implementation of Members States’ Employment Policies – COM (2000) 549

2) Social Policy Agenda – COM (2000) 379

The European Committee has introduced a new system for referring material to
other committees, and is attempting to be selective. These are some of the first
documents to be referred under the new system. The European Committee has
selected these documents as being of particular interest. They are closely related
and are therefore being handled together.

It will probably assist members to outline the scrutiny process.

Scrutiny Process

Once a document is deposited in the UK Parliament, the European Scrutiny
committees at Westminster request an ‘Explanatory Memorandum’ from the relevant
Whitehall Department. These set out the UK Government’s view on the document,
and should refer to any devolved matters. The section on ‘Ministerial Responsibility’
indicates whether the Scottish Ministers have a responsibility for the issue.

This material is considered by the European Committee within the Scottish
parliament, and if it believes that there is a strong Scottish interest a Scottish Cover
Note is requested from the Scottish Executive. The Note sets out in more detail any
particular impact on Scotland, or difference within devolved areas. A Scottish Cover
Note has been requested for both these documents, and the one for the Social
Policy Agenda is attached.

The European Committee refers on documents that it feels will be of particular
interest to other Committees, and requests a response on those where it believes
representations should be made. Such a request has been made on both these
documents.

Members will have the opportunity to question those Scottish Executive officials who
have produced the Scottish Cover Notes at the Committee, and explore any issues
that they wish. Some matters that members may wish to cover are outlined below.
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Of the two documents, that relating to Member states’ employment policies falls
more within the Committee’s remit. Nevertheless, they are both relevant for the
reasons set out below.

The Social Policy Agenda

The Social Policy Agenda is a communication from the European Commission to the
Council of Ministers (that is the social policy ministers of the member states), the
European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee, and the Committee of
the Regions. Although it is entitled social policy agenda, in fact the majority of the
provisions relate to support of employment, as this is adjudged a key mechanism in
delivering social policy. It is for this reason that it has been referred to Enterprise and
Lifelong Learning Committee.

The Social Policy Agenda effectively flags up what policies are likely to be pursued
over the next five years in this area. From this point of view it is of interest to the
Committee in that there is a strong emphasis on lifelong learning. It also sets the
context for practical programmes, which will follow. These include, for example, a
large number of European Social fund schemes, from which Scotland has been a
major beneficiary in the past.

Whilst much of the document is focussed at a strategic level, there are a number of
issues which the Committee may wish to pursue with the Executive.

• whether the Social Policy Agenda is generally in line with Executive policy, as set
out in the Framework for Economic Development for instance?

• the Explanatory memorandum indicates that the Agenda was due to be
discussed at the Social Affairs Council (national Social Affairs Ministers) on 17
October, and again in November – have their been any developments in the
Agenda? Was there any involvement by Scottish officials?

• what proposals the Executive has to pursue the incentive measures in the field of
employment and how it will assist Scottish bodies to access these?

Implementation of Members’ States Employment Policies

This is part of the process which stems from the new Employment Title in the EC
Treaty, under which the member states agreed to work towards developing a co-
ordinated strategy for employment. Member states draw up National Action Plans
using guidelines adopted by the European Council. These are submitted to the
European Council, which may choose to comment on them and make
recommendations to the members states.

This document comprises the recommendations by the Council on the UK’s
Employment Action Plan. A number of the recommendations relate to reserved
matters, e.g. employment law, but many focus on devolved issues.
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The document notes the generally healthy employment position in the UK, but flags
up a number of structural issues, which are listed here, with the questions that they
raise in the Scottish context:

• inflows to unemployment still exceed those of the best performing Member States
– is this the case in Scotland?

• there are persistent problems concentrated in specific groups, lone parent,
household with no one in work – what is the pattern in Scotland and how are
these groups being addressed?

• some sectors, such as IT, suffer from a skills gap – is there evidence for this in
Scotland, and what is being done to tackle it?

• the low level of basic skills is a problem in the UK – this also appears to be the
case in Scotland, what measures are proposed to tackle it?

In its response to the European Committee on the Social Policy Agenda, the Scottish
Executive indicated that it was fully involved in the drafting of the UK Employment
Action Plan in relation to devolved areas, including training, lifelong learning,
economic development. The Committee might wish Executive officials to:

• elaborate on the input, and the difference, if any, between the measures adopted
in Scotland and elsewhere.

Recommendation

The Committee is invited to:

1)  further its understanding by questioning the Executive officials,

2) indicate on which issues it would like to report back to the European
Committee

3) instruct the clerks to prepare a draft note to the European Committee, to be
agreed by correspondence.

Simon Watkins
Clerk
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 6 December 2000

Committee Research Support from the Parliament’s Information Centre (SPICe)

Introduction

At its previous meeting on 22 November, the Committee agreed to seek support for
some external research on lifelong learning. During this discussion, members
indicated an interest in considering the research support that could be provided
internally by the Parliament’s Information Centre (SPICe).

This paper sets out some possibilities, which could be firmed up at a Committee
awayday. It has been prepared after extensive consultation with the Committee’s
SPICe researchers. SPICe researchers are keen to provide research support to the
Committee in the most effective manner possible.  This note highlights some
suggestions as to how SPICe might support the Committee, initially for the proposed
awayday, but also over the remainder of the parliamentary term.

Support for the Awayday

SPICe have offered to provide up to five briefings to help Committee Members make
the most of the proposed awayday. The following topics are simply suggestions
based on SPICe researchers’ thoughts on the areas that Committee Members might
desire some further briefing.  If these briefings are thought to be helpful, Committee
members are invited to make comments and suggest additions to and deletions from
this list.  SPICe researchers estimate they have the resources to provide briefings on
a maximum of five topics.  Each briefing would identify existing research/inquiries,
and current/future issues.

• Lifelong Learning
• Competitiveness and productivity
• Tourism
• New Deal in Scotland
• Long term Scottish population trends

It is proposed to hold the Awayday during the February 2001 recess, on Tuesday 13
February. The event would start on the evening of 12 February and finish around
16.00 on 13 February. It is proposed to hold it in the Edinburgh area. The event is
still subject to approval from the Parliamentary authorities.

The initial research support would provide background briefing for the event.
discussion at the awayday could then help to inform loner-term research support.
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Longer Term Support

SPICe has suggested that its research support to the Committee would be made
most effective, the greater the opportunity to plan ahead.  SPICe has suggested
starting work on one specific major piece of research, a map of lifelong learning in
Scotland, and that further longer term pieces of research might flow from the
Committee’s proposed awayday.

Map of Lifelong Learning
SPICe has suggested carrying out a major exercise to map lifelong learning services
in Scotland.  At the previous meeting the Committee agreed in principle to bid for
funds to support an externally commissioned piece of research which will form a
major part of this research.  SPICe estimate that the timescale for completion of such
an exercise would be July 2001.

Other possibilities for long term research
The following list provides a brief indication of the coverage and timescale for
research support if for example the above topics were identified by the Committee as
suitable for SPICe briefings.   It is suggested that the actual choice of research topics
might flow from the proposed awayday and ideally tie in to any long-term plans the
Committee may make for future inquiries.

Competitiveness – issue of competitiveness of Scottish economy.  Literature
search.  Interviews with key experts, and review of key statistical indicators.
Analysis of comparator countries.
Indicative Proposal – February 2001 to May 2001 – briefing on competitiveness

Tourism – analysis of growth opportunities for Scottish tourism.  Structure of
support.  Use of ICT.  Comparator countries.  Analysis of Scottish tourism marketing
strategies.
Indicative Proposal – February 2001 to May 2001 – future for Scottish tourism
briefing

New Deal – literature search on New Deal(s) effectiveness. Interviews with key
individuals. Possible development of database of New Deal statistics.
Implementation of New Deal in Scotland.
Indicative Proposal – June 2001 to October 2001 – briefing

Scottish Population Trends – selective out-migration of Scottish population – the
missing one million Scots.  Statistical analysis and possible  development of
statistical resource for MSPs.  Literature review, comparator countries.
Indicative Proposal – June 2001 to October 2001 – briefing

If specific external research expertise is needed the Committee may wish to make a
further bid to the external research budget.  The next cut-off date in the twice-yearly
bidding round is 25th May 2001.
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Recommendation

The committee is invited to:

1) consider on which issues it would like research support from SPICe prior to
an awayday.

2) note the proposed timing for the awayday.

Alex Neil
Convener
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting Wednesday 6 December 2000

European Parliament Familiarisation Programme

Purpose

The Committee is invited to nominate at this meeting a member, which may be the
Convener or another member of the Committee, to take part in a European
Parliament-funded familiarisation programme.

Background

The European Parliament has agreed to fund a short familiarisation programme for a
group of Scottish Parliament Committee Conveners and members.  This is likely to
take place in the Spring of 2001.

The aim is to familiarise members with the European legislative process and the
operation of the European Parliament.

Much of the business of the Scottish Parliament is driven or affected by European
legislation and policy. The Parliament has obligations within Community law.  A good
understanding of the European Union is important in helping members to work
effectively in these areas.

If successful, it is envisaged that the programme may develop in future years.

Recommendation

The Committee is invited to nominate a member to participate in the
programme.

Alex Neil
Convener



Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee
Meeting on 6th December

Fuel Issues – Rural Areas.

Monday, 27 November 2000
Report from: -

Cllr Alison Magee, Vice Convener Highland Council, Chairman of HIAG and CoSLA
Transport Spokesman.

1. Introduction

1.1. Since HIAG presented evidence to the committee in Jan 2000 on the subject of fuel
prices in rural areas, high fuel prices, certainly across the UK and further afield, have
been the major issue of public concern during 2000.  There is a range of fuel price
changes on the way (Budget 2001) but will they have any impact on rural communities?
Will they reduce the rural price differential?  Will they halt the closure of rural filling
stations, vital to the sustainability of rural communities?

1.2. In his November pre budget speech the Chancellor announced reductions in motoring
costs equivalent to 4p a litre, with the freeze on fuel duty, the new reduced licence fee
and the cut in duty on ultra-low sulphur petrol.  He invited discussion of these measures
in the pre-Budget consultation when Ministers visit every region of the country.  It is
hoped that the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee can persuade the Chancellor
not just to: -

• ensure that this cleaner fuel is available in every petrol station in the United Kingdom.
• ensure that motorists using any petrol station in Britain benefit from the proposed

ultra-low sulphur petrol duty cut.

But that he helps: -
• safeguard a national network of filling stations, and
• introduce measures that ameliorate or remove the fuel price differential that exists

between rural and urban areas.

1.3. The Highlands and Islands Hydrocarbons Action Group (HIAG) has commissioned
research to fast-track current thinking on policy initiatives which could address the need
to reduce the rural price differential and safeguard an appropriate and viable network of
rural filling stations across the Highlands and Islands.  It is hoped that Enterprise and
Lifelong Learning Committee can pick up on the many ideas highlighted in our recently
commissioned research and promote them to the Scottish Executive and the UK
government.

2. Background

2.1. To briefly recap, in January 2000, I presented evidence on the concerns of rural
communities over the high cost for fuel with a price differential of over 10p a litre being



common between urban and rural forecourts. The Office of Fair Trading had long since
started their third investigation into the rural price differential in what they had
previously recognised to be a soft market. The UK government had targeted oil
companies as mainly responsible for the high differential in price.  Previous
investigations had shown that the cost of fuel distribution could account for price
differences of 2p - 4p per litre, but that the real differential was well in excess of this on
BP, ESSO or Shell branded forecourts.

2.2. The huge price differential on what is a basic commodity for every rural household,
business and community was and remains a significant inequitable burden.  The price
differential for low-income households, marginal businesses and fragile communities
flies in the face of the UK government’s social inclusion agenda and needs to be
addressed.

2.3. To support the evidence to the committee in January, HIAG presented the findings of the
first EKOS report, which examined the “Economic Impacts of Road Fuel Prices in the
Highlands and Islands.” The main findings of this report were: -

• Higher fuel costs experienced in the remote and rural area are estimated as an average at £4.30
per tank more than in Edinburgh, but in many locations can be as high as £7.50 per tank.

• The total additional costs per year of motoring by Highland and Island households, due to
higher motoring costs, are £88 million, equating to 3% of the region’s Gross Domestic
Product.

• Of this sum, £17.8 million per year is attributable to higher fuel prices in rural areas compared
with urban petrol station forecourts.  If this additional cost was diverted to investment, the
study says the full time equivalent of 592 jobs could be created within the Highland and
Islands economy.

• It is also estimated that 124 full time equivalent jobs could be created in the tourism sector, if
fuel prices were the same as those in central Scotland. For every additional £1 spent on fuel
significantly less money is spent in hotels and restaurants.

3. Subsequent Developments

3.1. The Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee, having heard presentations from many
parties, determined to take further evidence, in private, from major oil companies.  They
also determined that they would not take matters further until the OFT had reported its
findings.

3.2. Notwithstanding the Chancellor’s holding of the March 2000 budget’s fuel duty rise to
inflation, the global price of oil and fall in sterling against the dollar, the price of fuel has
escalated and fluctuated.  Urban prices of 85 pence a litre during the summer of 2000
were standard, but rural prices of over 93p per litre were far from uncommon.

3.3. As the price of fuel rises, the rural fuel price differential becomes an ever more
significant factor in influencing the motorist’s decision of where and when to buy fuel.
Supermarkets are able to exploit the differential, offering fuel price discounts to



shoppers.  Tourists, especially motoring holidaymakers, are deterred from travelling
across the Highlands and Islands.

4. OFT REPORT July 2000

4.1. Members of the Committee will be aware of the outcome of the investigations of the
OFT published in July 2000. Annex A to this report highlights the main findings of their
investigation.

4.2. These findings were disappointing in many respects particularly in view of the length of
time taken to investigate this matter.  Whilst they have identified issues which merit
further investigation in respect of fuel sales in the Western Isles, with regard to agency
card sales and heating oil, they do not propose any other action.  They have chosen to
ignore the wide price differential of 16ppl that initiated the enquiry merely stating that
recent prices have seen a narrowing of the differential to within reasonable margins.
They recognised the increase in the number of filling station closures in the area, but
merely portrayed this as a sign that a competitive market exists.  It is hoped that the
Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee can pick up on these points and seek to
ensure that such wide differentials never again happen and a network of accessible filling
stations is secured.

4.3. In addition, many of the calculations presented as evidence of their findings were found
to be incorrect.  Following scrutiny by HIAG, the OFT have accepted corrections to their
evidence, but were not prepared to amend their conclusions.  This was despite rural
diesel prices in the Highlands being on a par with those found in the Western Isles where,
as a result of the data evidence, further investigations are now taking place.

4.4. HIAG, whilst disappointed at the conclusions of the OFT report, still recognise that the
high differential price of fuel in rural areas is of great concern.  Despite the findings of
the OFT it is in nobody’s interest to see a swift decline in rural filling stations outlets
who are unable to maintain a viable retail service from “top up” rather than “fill up” sales
because of the price differential with urban areas.  Not addressed in the OFT enquiry is
the changed nature of fuel as a product.  Fuel is now being sold with a substantial tax
levy making the purchaser much more conscious and selective of where and when they
buy fuel.

4.5. CoSLA has been very supportive of the continuing work of HIAG particularly in relation
to its commitment to sustainable development, social inclusion and economic prosperity.
The CoSLA Convention on 30 June 2000 passed a number of resolutions made on the
basis of the need to reduce fuel price differentials in rural areas, and the need for fuel
duty rebate to be extended to reduce the costs to local authorities of providing transport
services.  Annex B to this report presents the motions approved by CoSLA. The
justification for these resolutions was "…in recognition of the great economic and social
disadvantage in rural and remote areas of Scotland arising from high fuel prices”.

4.6. HIAG sought assistance from its members to commission some research to fast-track
current thinking on policy initiatives which could address the need to reduce the rural
price differential and safeguard an appropriate and viable network of rural filling stations



across the Highlands and Islands.  Research was needed to consider the merits of
different policy options that had been floated by many different parties concerned with
fuel issues, such as: -

• Consider if certain rural filling stations need to be given essential service status and
supported through public subsidy to offset higher trading costs.

• Investigate the possibilities of establishing a rural Highlands and Islands fuel
purchasing co-operative to permit bulk purchase savings for smaller retailers.  A local
transport authority could enable this approach if given the legal authority.

• Appointment of a regulator with responsibility to safeguard a network of filling
stations, and ensure the market operates equitably in rural areas.

• Consider the introduction of bonded fuel tanks in rural locations supported by the oil
companies.  Retailers would only then need to buy fuel as dictated by sales and not
have to purchase and pay for fuel in advance of sales.  Oil companies would then
supply outlets on a planned basis and not at the purchasing timetable of individual
retailers.

• The government be asked as a priority to finally state their support for differential tax
on fuel as employed elsewhere in Europe.  While legal obstacles exist, the UK has
powers to negotiate a differential in specific and special circumstances.

• Consider offsetting fuel tax rises for low income rural households through a road
vehicle excise duty refund.

• Promote greater access and opportunity for rural motorists to alternative fuels.
Existing conversion schemes are targeted on new and younger vehicles, both of which
are less common within lower income rural households.

5. HIAG  - EKOS Report No 2  “Assessing the Fuel price Differential in the Highlands and
Islands – An Options Appraisal”.

5.1. The EKOS option appraisal, copies of which are circulated with this report, recommends
three main points: -

• An immediate reduction in the vehicle excise duty for cars, light goods vehicles and
motor cycles to £61 as a means of removing the differential in fuel prices in rural and
remote parts of the Highlands and Islands. Those benefiting from the estimated £3.8
million windfall would be permanent householders registered in proposed “special
transport tax zones”, based on identified postcode areas in the Argyll islands,
Campbeltown, North and West Highland, Orkney, Shetland, Western Isles and West
Lochaber and the Small Isles.

• Call on the Government to appoint  a UK Fuel Price Regulator, who would have legal
and legislative powers to ensure fair price competition exists in the rural areas of the
UK; and

• Press for the Highlands and Islands to emerge as a leading area for research,
development and use of alternative transportation and fuel types.

5.2. EKOS concluded that the reduction in the vehicle excise duty presents the best
opportunity to promptly remove the price differential experienced throughout the area as
it will guarantee that the reduced motoring costs are passed on to the end user.  They



argue that a reduction in the vehicle licence to £61 across all car types would remove the
current effects of the fuel differential within the selected zones, both in terms of higher
prices paid and average distances travelled.  This would reduce annual motorists’ costs
by £3.8 million.

5.3. The report advises that the proposal for special transport tax zones based on specific post
code areas linked to identified economically fragile areas, is feasible and could be
introduced within a relatively short timescale.  Such a policy instrument is transparent,
easy to apply with the costs to the Exchequer being slight.  Importantly, it would benefit
specifically those who live and work in the most peripheral parts of the Highlands and
Islands where fuel prices tend to be highest. Although a rebate in the vehicle licence will
not help tourists EKOS argues that it will directly help consumers in our most rural and
remote areas and is not dependent on the actions of the oil companies or retailers.

5.4. Given the variations in the way in which individual communities are served by goods
vehicles, EKOS do not believe it is appropriate to target heavy goods vehicles in the
same fashion, especially given the potential competition issues raised by geographically
targeted reductions in the vehicle licence. They say that issues regarding the fuel costs
borne by goods vehicles would best be addressed at a national level.

5.5. To underpin future policy developments over the medium term, EKOS say HIAG should
make representations for the introduction of an UK Fuel Price Regulator. A Regulator
would have legal and legislative powers to ensure fair price competition exists in rural
areas of the UK, where normal market conditions for fuel prices are apparently not
operating efficiently.

5.6. EKOS also say there is a need to determine the “vision” for fuel retailing in the
Highlands and Islands in 10 years time.  The report states the issue is too important
simply to be left to market forces alone.  It is evident that the market is failing to deliver
the comprehensive network of filling stations that is required to support other economic
and community-level development initiatives.  It is also failing to provide fuel at prices
that do not act as a barrier to the competitiveness in particular areas within the Highlands
and Islands region.

5.7. A key element of a strategy to address fuel/motoring costs in the wider context of
economic and social development should be to ensure the emergence of the Highlands
and Islands as a leading area for the research, development and use of alternative
transportation and fuel types.  In the medium term, public and private sector resources
should be used to develop certain discrete parts of the region as “testbeds” for
alternative/renewable fuels.



6. Conclusions

6.1. HIAG has yet to meet to consider the ideas presented by EKOS but is firmly of the view
that the study helps considerably in highlighting the best practical means for addressing
the needs of rural areas.

6.2. A map has been produced which seeks to identify post-codes areas that should be
assisted with targeted reductions in Vehicle Excise Duty.  Within all of these post-code
areas all households are heavily dependent upon the car, many have low incomes and all
have vast distances to travel for basic services.  As highlighted in our initial EKOS study
such households have considerable motoring expenditure for which there is no
alternative and all have to live with high fuel prices, well in excess of urban households.
Members of the Committee will need no reminder that fuel prices in such areas are today
typically in excess of 92p a litre.

6.3. The second EKOS report sets out a framework for addressing the rural differential.
Whilst all parties have a responsibility to help address these difficulties, HIAG feels
strongly that there is a real need for a regulator to manage the fuel market and for that
office have the powers to deliver and implement an accessible and affordable fuel retail
strategy.

6.4. HIAG hopes that the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee of the Scottish
Parliament can endorse and indeed promote these ideas to the Scottish Executive and the
Chancellor.



Annex A

Summary Points of OFT Report 2000  “Fuel Prices in the Highlands and Islands”

• The Highlands and Islands represents some 13 per cent of the UK’s land area but is sparsely
populated and its petrol stations handle less than one third of the UK average volumes.
Suppliers have to cope with transporting fuel over much longer distances by sea and over a
poorer road network, sometimes in bad weather, to deliver relatively low volumes of fuel to
the market.  All this means that suppliers and retailers have less business over which to
recover their fixed costs and that some of the variable costs of supply are higher.

• The consequence of all this is that pump prices will be higher in the Highlands and Islands
than elsewhere in the UK even when competition is working properly.  On the basis of the
findings in this current review there is no evidence of any sustained widening of the pump
price differential between the Highlands and Islands and the rest of the UK.  The differential
has fluctuated since 1996 but over the last year has been, on average, lower than that reported
on by the MMC in 1990 when expressed in prices of that time.

• Taking the Highlands and Islands as a whole, the evidence on profit margins from the main
wholesalers is clear – it does not indicate any general problem of excessive profits and,
indeed, points to some areas of loss making.  The position on retail margins is less conclusive
because some assumptions have been made about a range of types of business.  Retail
margins are higher than in the rest of the UK.  Bearing in mind the lower volumes that are
typically supplied by retailers, a higher margin will be needed if smaller retailers are to stay in
business. The continued reduction in the number of retailers over the last six years suggests
that the market has been competitive and there is no evidence of any general problem of
excessive pricing or profits.

• A possible exception to the above conclusion lies in the consideration of the market in the
Western Isles.  On the basis of the work carried out in this review and on the information
currently available, it cannot be concluded that this market is working competitively.  Prices
are higher than elsewhere and this cannot be explained in terms of lower volumes or by the
information we currently have about costs.  Although further work may provide another
explanation it may be that competition is not working properly.  Further information is also
needed about the effects of the use of certain agency cards and the impact these have on
income at both the retail and wholesale level.

• It is proposed, therefore, that a further targeted investigation should be undertaken into the
supply of petrol and diesel in the Western Isles.  This investigation will have the aim of
establishing whether there is a failure of competition and what action if any might be taken.
This review will include a consideration of the supply of marine diesel.



Annex B

Motions On Fuel Issues approved by Cosla June 2000

COSLA supports and will facilitate all appropriate measures to effect the removal of the fuel
price differential through the promotion of a range of specific actions: -

• Support efforts to lobby the Office of Fair Trading to conclude its investigations and report its
findings on the 1999 study into fuel prices in the Highlands and Islands.

• Request the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee of the Scottish Parliament to
expedite its examination into the differential price of fuel and to set out its recommendations
to address this matter.

• Highlight COSLA's support for :-

1 the government's rural transport initiatives supporting capital investment in
essential rural filling stations, and 

2 all necessary derogation from less than appropriate regulation on fuel retailing
outlets.

• Encourage the Scottish and UK government to: -

• designate a network of rural filling stations as an "essential service"
• advance financial measures to remove the fuel price differential between rural and

urban areas caused by low volume sales. and
• promote measures to sustain affordable car ownership and use by low-income

households in rural areas where public transport is not a practicable alternative.

• COSLA calls upon Central Government to exercise its power to extend  'Fuel Duty Rebate' to
the operation of transport operated by and on behalf of local authorities eg school buses and
mobile libraries.  Currently, Scottish Councils spend more than £77.6 million on school
transport alone of which a significant proportion goes directly to the Treasury.  Rises in fuel
costs have had a direct impact on service delivery and made promotion of social inclusion
difficult.   These difficulties are particularly acute within our rural communities.  Central
Government should quickly consider and approve an extension to Fuel Duty Rebate to
transport operated by and on behalf of local authorities.


